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Introduction {#sec1}
============

A variety of different bacterial secretion systems have been identified for the transfer of cytoplasmic proteins either out of the cell into the surrounding milieu or directly into the cytoplasm of eukaryotic or bacterial cells ([@bib6], [@bib12], [@bib35]). The best-described proteinaceous machines fall into the so-called types I-VII secretion systems ([@bib7], [@bib8]). These secretion systems typically play a key role in the bacterial life cycle, mediating interactions that range from symbiotic to pathogenic relationships. For example, the type VI secretion systems (T6SSs) are capable of targeting both eukaryotic and bacterial cells, either for pathogenesis or to provide a growth advantage against competing bacteria ([@bib13], [@bib27]).

A far less well-characterized phage-tail-like contractile nanomachine was identified in *Serratia entomophila*, and designated the anti-feeding prophage (AFP). The gut active AFP causes cessation of feeding and death of infected grass grub larvae, the natural host of *S. entomophila* ([@bib9]). A similar AFP-like system, the *Photorhabdus* virulence cassettes (PVCs), was shown to have insecticidal activity against wax moth larvae ([@bib46]). Subsequently, a more distantly related cousin of the AFP/PVC-type devices was identified in the marine bacterium *Pseudoalteromonas luteoviolacea*. This system, metamorphosis-associated contractile (MAC) structure, triggers metamorphosis of the marine worm *Hydroides elegans* ([@bib39]). Recently, a variant of AFP, AfpX, was identified in *S. proteamaculans*, which also mediate insect larvae mortality ([@bib11]). In addition, a Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST)-based survey listed several putative AFP-like loci in other bacteria termed phage-like-protein translocation structures (PLTSs) ([@bib38]). All these studies imply that this apparatus may represent a new distinct injection system.

It has been shown that the MAC devices are released by cell lysis. Attachment of the *H. elegans* free-swimming larvae hypothetically triggers the injection of an effector, inducing metamorphosis of the worm ([@bib39]). Likewise, purified AFP and PVC needle complexes can exert a toxic effect, suggesting the effector proteins are pre-loaded into the needle complex before release ([@bib46]).

Visualization of AFP and PVC ultra-structures revealed they are morphologically similar to *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* R-type bacteriocins ([@bib10], [@bib46]). Despite this there are limited genetic similarities, restricted mainly to the contractile tail complex subunits. Furthermore, the R-type bacteriocins do not deliver protein effectors; rather, they create lethal un-gated ion channels in the target bacterial membrane. On the other hand, classical T6SSs are functional in a contact-dependent manner with a minimal set of 13 subunits to form both a bacterial membrane complex and an external bacteriophage-like structure ([@bib33]). Contractile injection systems (CISs), which encode proteins homologous to the phage contractile tails, deliver effectors to mediate bacterial-host interactions. T6SSs are considered as a class of CISs, as their structural components are anchoring to the inner membrane for cytoplasmic localization. Different from the T6SS mode of action, termed "extracellular CISs" (eCISs), the AFP, PVC, and MAC devices resemble headless phages, which are released into the surroundings to bind to and inject into target host cells ([@bib14], [@bib17], [@bib39]). Interestingly, the T6SS^iv^ loci of *Amoebophilus asiaticus*, which was shown to mediate interactions with host membranes, was reported to be closely related to known eCIS loci in terms of both genetic composition and molecular evolution ([@bib4]). This operon is somewhat of an oddity, comprising aspects of both eCIS and T6SSs. Considering the observed wide distribution of this injection apparatus, it is necessary and timely to analyze and describe the diversity of this system in detail.

Here, based on selected characteristics of three functionally confirmed eCISs (AFP, PVC, and MAC), we describe a protein profile and genomic context-based iterative approach for the large-scale identification of potential eCIS loci. A phylogenetically diverse and broadly distributed superfamily of putative eCIS loci was identified from 11,699 publicly available complete bacterial genomes. The 631 eCIS-like loci cover both Gram-negative and -positive bacteria, as well as archaea. Furthermore, our analysis revealed these loci are sub-divided into six specific subfamilies with distinct patterns in terms of genetic composition and organization. A dedicated online open-access database named dbeCIS summarizing our analysis of these putative eCIS loci has been constructed (<http://www.mgc.ac.cn/dbeCIS/>). A further comparative analysis of the predicted eCIS and classical T6SS loci in complete genomes provides the evidence that eCIS-like apparatus and classical T6SSs are rarely found encoded in the same genome. With the information from dbeCIS we also identified an additional 143 eCIS positive *Salmonella enterica* strains by interrogating 178,998 draft *Salmonella* genomes available in EnteroBase. These apparatuses may represent a new bacterial injection paradigm that likely plays important and diverse roles in the life cycles of many species.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Identification of Putative eCIS Loci {#sec2.1}
------------------------------------

To establish an appropriate pan-genome screening approach for the identification of candidate eCISs, we first sought to accurately define them using information from the three experimentally validated eCISs: AFP, PVC, and MAC ([@bib9], [@bib39], [@bib46]). Eleven types of protein are conserved within these eCIS loci ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A), of which ten components are also present in the close relative of eCIS: T6SS^iv^ ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). This implies that these consensus components are important for the function of eCIS-like systems and thus could serve as candidates for our screening process. Moreover, in *P. luteoviolacea*, single-gene knockouts of *macS*, *macT1*/*2*, or *macB* (homologs of *afp2/3/4*, *afp1*/*5*, and *afp11*) abolished the MAC phenotype, indicating these genes are essential for function ([@bib39]). Thus, we further narrowed our screening candidates to three subunit types, specifically, homologs of *afp2/3/4*, *afp1*/*5*, and *afp11*.Figure 1Genetic Composition and Organization of Phage-Tail-Like Systems(A) Three previously reported eCIS loci and their consensus composition. The 11 consensus components shared by all three loci are summarized below. Experimentally verified essential genes in the MAC are indicated with stars.(B) The T6SS^iv^ in *Amoebophilus asiaticus*, which is closely related to eCIS ([@bib4]).(C) Representatives of classical T6SS and R-type bacteriocin loci. Homologous components carrying the same protein domain as that of eCIS are denoted with the same color. Singleton genes are represented in gray.(D) Venn diagram of the homologs to the 11 consensus components of eCIS in classical T6SS and R-type bacteriocin. The two key components (*afp1/5* and *afp11*) employed for eCIS screening are indicated.

Although classical T6SS and R-type bacteriocin loci include several genes with predicted protein domains similar to eCIS, they do exhibit distinct differences in overall gene content and organization ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and 1D). Well-conserved components of eCIS, absent from classical T6SS, are the Afp11 homologs, which exhibit phage T4 baseplate J-like domains. In addition, while the classical T6SSs and R-type bacteriocins also encode Gp19 domain-like "inner tube" proteins, the eCIS equivalents, Afp1/5-like proteins, can be seen to form a distinct phylogenetic clade ([@bib39]).

In the light of the information above, we used the presence of both *afp11* and non-phage-like *afp1/5* homologs as the criterion to exclude the possible contaminations of classical T6SSs and R-type bacteriocins for the initial large-scale screening of genomes to identify potential members of the eCIS superfamily ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).

Hidden Markov model (HMM) profiles of protein alignments can effectively represent the conserved protein families and domains using position-specific scores. Similarity searches based on HMM protein profiles are more sensitive than single-sequence comparison methods (e.g., BLAST) and are commonly used to identify divergent homologs ([@bib29]). Furthermore, experimentally verified eCIS loci are all encoded in tightly linked gene clusters. Integration of genomic context information can thus effectively suppress false-positive identification and increases the specificity, as previously proposed ([@bib23]). Therefore, we developed a combined protein profile and genomic context-based approach for the identification of eCIS-like loci ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 2Identification of eCIS Loci from Publicly Available Complete Bacterial GenomesThe detailed workflow of the HMM profile and genomic-context-based analysis pipeline for the identification of eCIS loci in public bacterial genomes. The list of 11,699 complete bacterial genomes analyzed is available in [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

An iterative screening process was applied to a collection of 11,699 complete bacterial genomes ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), available from GenBank (accessed on June 19, 2018). After careful manual curation, a total of 615 contiguous eCIS loci were identified in 493 genomes ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), with some genomes encoding more than one eCIS locus. Importantly, even though *Photorhabdus* genomes also encode both classical T6SS and R-type bacteriocin operons, we note that our results did not misidentify any of these as potential eCISs, which supports the reliability of our approach.

Given the fact that the two key components, *afp1/5* and *afp11*, are in fact encoded by two separated genomic loci in T6SS^iv^, the close relative of eCIS ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), whereas the nanomachine remains functional in *A. asiaticus* ([@bib4]), we relaxed the screening criteria to allow the report of potential eCIS with homologs of *afp1*/5 and *afp11* encoded in more disparate genomic loci. This was applied only to genomes in which no contiguous eCIS-like loci had previously been identified, also employing extensive manual curation in order to minimize the reporting of false positives. A total of 13 additional genomes were thus identified that appeared to encode what we refer to as "split loci," that is, eCISs that are encoded across two disparate genomic locations ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). This approach was validated by the independent detection of the T6SS^iv^ (the close relative of eCIS) of *A. asiaticus*, as expected.

Finally, more than 85% of the eCIS-like loci we identified encode homologs of at least eight subunit types, including Afp1/5, Afp2/3/4, Afp7, Afp8, Afp9, Afp11, Afp15, and Afp16 ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This indicates that not only are these proteins likely to be important for function, as evidenced by their conservation, but also that our screening process effectively excludes operons for other phage-tail-like structures such as prophages, classical T6SSs, and R-type bacteriocins. Therefore, our results imply these eight components can be considered the core backbone of eCIS loci.

Distribution of eCIS Loci {#sec2.2}
-------------------------

After large-scale screening against complete genomes, along with three reported loci from partially sequenced genomes (AFP, MAC, and AfpX), a total of 631 eCIS-like loci were identified among the available bacterial and archaeal genomes. As depicted in [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, besides the 10 loci encoded within archaeal genomes, 408 loci are found in Gram-negative bacteria with the majority from the *Proteobacteria*, *Cyanobacteria*, and *Bacteroidetes* phyla, including *Pseudomonas*, *Vibrio*, *Burkholderia*, *Yersinia*, and *Salmonella*. Also, it is interesting to note, 213 loci were identified in Gram-positive bacteria, mainly from the class *Actinobacteria*, as previously observed ([@bib38]).

Due to the intrinsic logic of our screen strategy, Afp11 and Afp1/5 are present in all eCIS-like loci. However, because Afp1/5 homologs are usually in multiple copies in any one eCIS locus, and encode relatively small proteins, it was decided that the Afp11 sequences represent the best candidates for phylogenetic analysis. A maximum likelihood tree was constructed based on the protein sequence of Afp11, to explore the evolutionary relationship between eCISs, which revealed all loci grouped into two distinct phylogenetic clades ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The minor clade (lineage I) consists of only Gram-negative bacterial eCIS loci, including all previously reported eCISs with known biological roles, whereas the major clade (lineage II) is mixed and more widely distributed than that of lineage I, containing loci derived from Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacterial and archaeal genomes. While we do see clustering of eCIS loci derived from members of the same genera or species ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), in general the phylogenetic clades are clearly inconsistent with the taxonomic demarcation at the phylum or class level. It is interesting to note, 94 out of 116 complete *Streptomyces* genomes encode eCIS loci, which belong to different clades ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results imply that these loci may play important roles in the life cycle of *Streptomyces*, which warrants further investigation.Figure 3Maximum-Likelihood Tree of 631 Identified eCIS Loci (Root on Midpoint)Based on Afp11 protein sequences, the tree was constructed by FastTree under Whelan Goldman (WAG) models with gamma optimization. Clades with all members from the same species are collapsed for brevity. Loci derived from archaeal and Gram-positive bacterial genomes are highlighted with red and blue branches, respectively. Previously reported eCIS loci are indicated by solid green circles. Outer strips are color coded by taxonomic groups as indicated by the key. The tree scale represents substitutions per site.See also [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details.

eCIS Loci Segregate into Six Subtypes {#sec2.3}
-------------------------------------

The phylogenetic lineages I and II can be sub-divided into two and four subtypes, respectively, which comprise distinct patterns in terms of genetic composition and organization ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The two well-characterized examples of eCIS, AFP (and AfpX) and PVC, are members of subtype Ia. All loci from subtype Ia are derived from γ and β *Proteobacteria* ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the more recently verified divergent eCISs---MAC and the close relative of eCIS, T6SS^iv^---belong to subtype Ib, which comprises loci not only from the *Proteobacteria* but also from other Gram-negative phyla including *Bacteroidetes* and *Cyanobacteria*. Nevertheless, in linage I, all components of eCIS-like loci are generally conserved, despite the variation in genomic organization between subtypes Ia and Ib ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B).Figure 4eCIS Loci Are Divided into Six Families with Different Subtype-Associated Gene Organization(A) Demarcation of eCIS subtypes based on the same unrooted tree as in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. Representative genetic compositions of the core components are shown as solid squares color coded as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The previously reported eCIS loci are indicated with red arrows. The support values for major clades are indicated (n = 100).(B) Representative gene organization of the eCIS loci for each subtype. Known components are color coded with the same schema as in [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Subtype-specific conserved genes are represented in gray and singletons in white. The percentage above each arrow shows the presence proportion in each subtype. Homologs of the VgrG-like protein Afp8 and the baseplate J-encoding protein Afp11 are highlighted with strips and dots, respectively.See also [Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details.

In contrast, four proteins including Afp6, Afp12, Afp13, and Afp14 are either highly divergent or absent in lineage II eCISs ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A). Interestingly, though members belonging to each subtype of lineage II are derived from both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria, and even from archaea (for subtypes IIa and IIc), there remains a strong correlation between common gene organization and subtype ([Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Even though all loci of subtype II were identified on the basis of sequence alone, the conserved gene synteny within the different subtypes argues for positive selection based on functional roles.

We further analyzed the conservation of certain subtype-specific genes. In addition to the eight aforementioned core backbone subunits of eCISs, we can also see subtype-specific arrangements and several additional subtype-specific genes ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B, [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, the *afp6* gene is absent from all subtypes of lineage II except subtype IIb, whereas the *afp10* is solely absent from subtype IIb, which indicates that subtype IIb may employ different regulation and/or target contact mechanisms from other lineage II subtypes. Of note, *afp10* encodes a protein carrying potential PAAR-repeat motif, which in T6SSs forms the central spike mounted on VgrG to facilitate membrane puncture ([@bib40]). Subtypes IIa and IIb encode divergent copies of *afp12* and *afp13*, both of which are absent from most loci of subtypes IIc and IId. Homologs of *afp14*, which encode putative tape measure proteins in AFP ([@bib37]), are generally absent from all subtypes of lineage II. Interestingly, lineage II subtypes carry two or three additional subtype-specific genes, which are generally conserved in the majority (\> 50%) of loci within an individual subtype ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). However, no known functional domains could be identified in these subtype-specific proteins. Whether these predicted genes serve to compensate the absence of the aforementioned *afp* gene homologs in these loci, or provide additional features to lineage II subtypes, requires experimental investigations.

Among the conserved *afp8* and *afp11* genes, variations in gene size and copy number can be observed, correlating with the eCIS subtype ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). For example, there is only a single copy of an *afp11* homolog in subtypes Ia, Ib, IIb, and IId, although in subtype Ib this gene is notably longer. Conversely, subtypes IIa and IIc encode two copies of this gene. In the case of the T6SS VgrG homolog, *afp8*, which encodes the equivalent of the phage T4 spike proteins Gp5 and Gp27 ([@bib32]), subtypes Ia, Ib, and IId encode a single contiguous open reading frame (ORF), while in subtypes IIa, IIb, and IIc, the gene is split into two smaller ORFs encoding predicted Gp27 and Gp5 domains, respectively.

Characterization of eCIS Loci and Construction of dbeCIS {#sec2.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

On the basis of domain annotation and sequence similarity, a core cluster of eCIS structural genes can now be defined. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} lists the major conserved components of eCIS gene clusters, indicating conserved domains. There are several conserved genes related to baseplate assembly, reminiscent of phage-tail-like contractile structures confirmed by previous studies ([@bib5], [@bib14], [@bib16], [@bib18], [@bib22], [@bib24], [@bib30], [@bib37], [@bib40]). Several baseplate structural domains, including LysM, VgrG (Gp27-Gp5), Gp25, Gp6, and Gp7, are remarkably conserved in the majority of eCIS loci, suggesting a baseplate assembly mechanism in common with phage T4 ([@bib45]). Another subunit conserved in all eCISs is represented by the Afp16-like proteins, which share a domain common with phage T4 Gp3. The Afp16 itself has been shown to regulate sheath formation, providing a mechanism to terminate tube elongation ([@bib36]), while Afp14 shares homology with Gp29 and functions as tape measure protein ([@bib37]).Table 1Protein Domains Encoded by eCIS Components Compared with Phage and T6SSeCIS GeneAccession NumberStructural or Functional DomainOrtholog to Phage T4Ortholog to T6SSeCIS LineageReferenceAfp1/5[AAT48338](ncbi-p:AAT48338){#intref0135}, [AAT48342](ncbi-p:AAT48342){#intref0140}phage-tail tube proteinGp19TssD/HcpI and II[@bib18]Afp2/3/4[AAT48339](ncbi-p:AAT48339){#intref0145}, [AAT48340](ncbi-p:AAT48340){#intref0150}, [AAT48341](ncbi-p:AAT48341){#intref0155}phage-tail sheath proteinGp18TssB/TssCI and II[@bib24]Afp6[AAT48343](ncbi-p:AAT48343){#intref0160}transcriptional regulator, TETR familyN/AN/AI and IIb[@bib48]Afp7[AAT48344](ncbi-p:AAT48344){#intref0165}LysM domainGp53TssGI and II[@bib30]Afp8[AAT48345](ncbi-p:AAT48345){#intref0170}phage-tail spike proteinGp5/Gp27TssI/VgrGI and II[@bib18]Afp9[AAT48346](ncbi-p:AAT48346){#intref0175}baseplate wedge proteinGp25TssEI and II[@bib16]Afp10[AAT48347](ncbi-p:AAT48347){#intref0180}PAAR-repeat motifGp5.4PAAR-repeat motifI, IIa, IIc, and IId[@bib40]Afp11[AAT48348](ncbi-p:AAT48348){#intref0185}baseplate J proteinGp6N/AI and IIAfp12[AAT48349](ncbi-p:AAT48349){#intref0190}baseplate proteinGp6-Gp7N/AI and IIbAfp13[AAT48350](ncbi-p:AAT48350){#intref0195}adenovirus fiber proteinGp12N/AI and IIb[@bib22]Afp14[AAT48351](ncbi-p:AAT48351){#intref0200}tape measure proteinGp29N/AI[@bib37]Afp15[AAT48352](ncbi-p:AAT48352){#intref0205}AAA+ ATPaseN/ATssH/ClpVI and II[@bib5]Afp16[AAT48353](ncbi-p:AAT48353){#intref0210}phage-tail terminator proteinGp3N/AI and II[@bib36][^3]

While the majority of eCIS-like loci we detect are encoded as tightly linked contiguous gene clusters, we also identified what we refer to as "split loci" (e.g., T6SS^iv^, the close relative of eCIS in *A. asiaticus*), which elaborates phage-tail-like assemblies in the cytoplasm ([@bib4]). These 13 additional split loci were found in both lineages I and II ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), as well as from both Gram-negative and Gram-positive bacteria and archaea.

Interestingly, some bacterial strains encode more than one eCIS locus ([Table S3](#mmc3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, five eCIS loci were identified in the genome of *P. asymbiotica* ATCC43949 and six loci in *P. luminescens* subspecies *laumondii* TTO1. It should be noted that RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) studies on three *Photorhabdus* strains (*P. luminescens* TTO1 and *P. asymbiotica* strains ATCC43939 and Kingscliff) confirmed transcription of several PVC operons, under certain conditions and growth phases ([@bib28]). The PVC loci in *Photorhabdus* are potentially used mainly for combating the insect immune response and, so, are likely to be important for its life cycle ([@bib46]). This may explain the selection for multiple eCISs in this genus.

Based on our findings, we created an open-access and fully searchable database of all eCISs detected, named dbeCIS (<http://www.mgc.ac.cn/dbeCIS/>). This database integrates all information of the 631 identified eCIS-like loci, including taxonomy, bacterial characteristics, genomic features, sequences, and related publications. Furthermore, dbeCIS provides an interactive linear map for each locus with all known and subtype-specific components color coded and highlighted with clickable links to easily access gene details ([Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Users can easily browse the database by either the hierarchical taxonomic distribution or the aforementioned phylogenetic subtypes of eCIS-like loci. The dbeCIS is also fully searchable via any query text or based on sequence similarities using BLAST.

eCIS Loci in the Genus *Salmonella* {#sec2.5}
-----------------------------------

As described so far, our results are limited to complete genomes. The EnteroBase database ([@bib1]) hosts the largest worldwide collection of genomic and metadata of *Salmonella*, a well-recognized main bacterial agent responsible for foodborne disease. Therefore, in an attempt to further understand eCIS distribution patterns, we extended our search to screening 178,998 draft *Salmonella* genomes available in EnteroBase. The *afp11* gene sequence of *S. enteric* subspecies *diarizonae* strain SA20044251, identified in dbeCIS, was aligned to the whole-genome multilocus sequence typing (wgMLST) scheme within EnteroBase. A total of 134 *Salmonella* genomes were identified to encode an *afp11*-homolog, and upon further analysis we were able to describe their associated eCIS-like loci ([Table S4](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Sixty of these genomes belonged to *Salmonella* collected as human clinical isolates, while the remaining strains were isolated from food, reptiles, and the environment.

To contextualize these genomes within the genus of *Salmonella,* we defined a dataset that included the 134 eCIS-positive genomes and 926 representative *Salmonella* genomes previously proposed ([@bib1]). From these genomes, we constructed a maximum likelihood phylogeny of concatenated sequences of genes encoding ribosome proteins, as previous described ([@bib15]). The resulting tree demonstrates that all detected eCIS-positive genomes were most closely related to either *S. enterica* subspecies *salamae* or subspecies *diarizonae* ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we note that based on the *afp11* sequence, all eCIS loci from the *Salmonella* strains presented here are grouped into subtype Ib. Based on eCIS detection in these *Salmonella* draft genomes, we suggest that *afp11* is a good candidate for eCIS loci detection in other draft genomes, and more eCIS loci among various bacterial species would be discovered in this manner.Figure 5Distribution of eCIS within the *Salmonella* PopulationA Grapetree representation of a maximum-likelihood phylogeny of 2,389 SNPs derived from the concatenated sequence of 51 ribosomal encoding genes from 134 eCIS positive *Salmonella* ([Table S4](#mmc4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and 926 representative genomes of *S. enterica* and *S. bongori*. Branches greater than 0.01 substitutions per site (dotted) were shortened for clarity. Nodes at the tips were colored by presence of afp11 (a proxy for eCIS), as indicated by the key. Major subspecies were highlighted (key) according to previous results ([@bib1]). Node sizes are proportional to the number of genomes that share identical sequences to the node. Tree scale represents frequencies of substitutions per site.

eCIS and T6SS Loci Are Rarely Found Encoded in the Same Genome {#sec2.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------

T6SS islands comprise 13 core subunits, which form an inverted bacteriophage-like structure on the bacterial cell surface for secretory functions ([@bib42]). Previous studies show that eCISs also form contractile phage-tail-like structures ([@bib9], [@bib14], [@bib39], [@bib46]). The homology between classical T6SS and eCIS subunits is a reflection of the shared contractile phage-tail-like mechanism employed by both systems ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A). Besides an AAA-ATPase subunit, the Afp15-like and TssH proteins, respectively, both eCIS and classical T6SS loci encode several conserved components, including Afp1/5 (TssD), Hcp-like protein; Afp2/3/4 (TssB/C), phage-tail sheath protein; Afp7 (TssG), LysM domain carrying protein; Afp8 (TssI), VgrG-like protein; and Afp9 (TssE), Gp25-like protein. These proteins are components of the phage-tail-like structure, including tube, sheath, and baseplate. It is worth noting that while both eCIS and T6SS^i-iii^ produce contractile phage-tail-like structures, homologs of the proteins encoded by *afp11*, *afp14*, and *afp16* are not seen in T6SSs, highlighting a fundamental difference in mechanistic deployment. Indeed, a central aspect of the classical T6SSs is that they encode a membrane complex for the synthesis, deployment, anchoring, and recycling of the phage-like external needle. The eCIS loci do not appear to need such a membrane complex, as those that have been experimentally characterized elaborate "single use" freely released needle complexes, as discussed above.Figure 6Relationship of T6SS and eCIS(A) Comparison between an example T6SS and a subtype Ia eCIS locus. Note, dotted genes, *afp11*, *afp14*, *and afp16*, are encoded in eCIS not classical T6SS^i-iii^ loci.(B) Venn diagram of shared genomes by the datasets of newly identified eCIS loci and known classical T6SS loci available from the online SecReT6 database. Note, only 15 loci encode all T6SS essential components.See also [Table S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for details.

Further, we compared the distribution of eCIS and classical T6SS loci among bacterial genomes using our database and the SecReT6 database ([@bib21]). Among the 509 strains encoding eCIS-like loci and 498 strains with classical T6SS loci, only 38 bacterial strains had both ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, of these 38 strains, only 15 encoded all 13 necessary classical T6SS core components ([Table S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Here, we present a protein-profile and genomic context-based iterative method to identify what we propose as a superfamily of phage-tail-based protein injection systems: eCIS. In total, 631 eCIS-like loci were identified, which fall into six distinct phylogenetic subfamilies, distributed among genomes of Gram-negative/positive bacteria and archaea. The widespread distribution of eCIS suggests that these loci may represent essential apparatuses, able to serve a variety of roles in these microorganisms.

Interestingly, our results have revealed that the six subtypes of eCISs represent distinct patterns in terms of genetic composition and organization. It is difficult to speculate at this point whether eCISs within different subtypes have multiple independent origins and evolved by convergent evolution, or whether they have a single common ancestor. Nevertheless, the available evidence suggests that extensive horizontal transfer events might have happened during the spread of eCIS among different microorganisms. Indeed, 25 eCIS loci are carried on plasmids ([Table S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), which may have played an important role in the horizontal transfer of eCISs. A good example of this is *Calothrix* sp. NIES-4101, which carries two subtype IId eCIS loci with the same gene composition and organization encoded on chromosome and plasmid, respectively.

Considering that the T6SS database contains 906 classical T6SS loci in 498 bacterial strains and our database includes 631 eCIS-like loci in 509 bacterial strains, it is a reasonable hypothesis to suggest that eCIS and classical T6SS are in some way "incompatible" or at the very least are not subject to positive selection when both are present. *P. asymbiotica* ATCC43949 encodes five eCISs and four classical T6SS loci. Our previous RNA-seq results showed that certain eCISs loci could be transcribed under certain conditions, while the T6SS loci were not ([@bib28]). It is possible that both the eCIS and T6SS apparatus in *Photorhabdus* require specific host signals or conditions to trigger their expression, as has been seen for the T3SS in other species. Considering that so few examples of bacteria encode both eCIS and T6SS, we speculate that similarity of shared subunit types (i.e., Hcp, VgrG, PAAR, and ATPase domain proteins) could cause misassembly issues in one or both of these multimeric protein machines. It is also possible that, as the two systems may fulfill the same role, it means there is no strong selection pressure to maintain both. Or alternatively, eCIS and T6SS may have a large metabolic cost to produce, and bacteria that have both must have significant evolutionary pressure to retain both structures. While classical T6SSs have been shown to enable contact-dependent delivery of toxins into both eukaryotic and competing bacteria cells, experimental evidence of the three eCISs suggests they are released into the medium to target at eukaryotes. Finally, different from classical T6SS (i-iii), T6SS^iv^ exhibits a closer relationship with eCISs in terms of both genetic composition and phylogeny, as previously revealed ([@bib4]). Nevertheless, T6SS^iv^ lacks many homologs of components that are specific in canonical T6SSs, such as IcmF ([@bib4]), whereas it encodes homologs of the majority components of known eCISs ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The evolutionary relationships between T6SS^iv^ and eCISs would be an interesting focus though they might exhibit different action modes. The 631 loci identified in this study may also cover T6SS^iv^-like loci and, thus, would be a helpful resource for future studies aimed at addressing this puzzle.

The experimentally verified eCISs are deployed either to manipulate the development or intoxicate invertebrate or single-celled animals. Generally, we do not see them encoded in mammalian host restricted pathogens. So it is likely that many may be involved in commensal, symbiotic, or defensive interactions. In the cases where they are, such as *Salmonella*, we speculate that they are normally deployed in environmental contexts. We note that the majority of bacteria, which carry eCISs, are found in marine or soil environments, where exposure to simpler animals would be common.

Bacterial secretion systems deliver a plethora of effectors into the environment, a competitor, or a host. To understand the roles these machines play, it is important to elucidate the functions of the effectors. In the case of T6SS, the structural VgrG protein can also serve as an effector. The structural role of VgrG is facilitated by two domains. The N-terminal Gp27 and C-terminal Gp5 domains form a phage-tail spike-like structure that, with assistance from the PAAR protein, allows host cell membrane puncture ([@bib2]). However, certain VgrG homologs, termed as "evolved VgrGs," have C-terminal extensions with catalytic domains that act as effectors ([@bib25]). We note that none of the eCIS-encoded VgrG homologs have a C-terminal extension, and so appear to be fulfilling a structural role only. To date, only a few eCIS-dependent effectors have been identified in *Serratia*, *Photorhabdus*, and *Pseudoalteromonas*, which are used to interact with eukaryotic cells ([@bib9], [@bib34], [@bib46]). However, most of the eCIS-encoding bacteria are not recognized human pathogens, so it is likely that many may be involved in commensal, symbiotic, or defensive interactions. Indeed, in *P. luteoviolacea*, the eCIS structure is known to trigger metamorphosis of the marine worm *H. elegans* ([@bib39]).

We would like to point out some potential limitations of this study. The current knowledge regarding eCIS function is limited to the three experimentally verified loci (AFP, PVC, and MAC); all of the newly identified eCIS-like loci described here are necessarily based on bioinformatic analysis without experimental support. Therefore, potential false positives and false negatives are inevitable, even though we have balanced the screening approach for sensitivity and specificity. Another limitation is that we have limited our search to completely sequenced and annotated genomes, as our approach uses genomic context information to improve specificity. As many completely sequenced bacterial genomes are of medically important pathogens, this will introduce a certain level of sampling bias, so we suspect the numbers of bacteria using eCISs is being underestimated in the current study. Additional methods to circumvent the incompleteness of whole-genome sequencing (WGS) dataset for accurate eCIS identification in the future are required to further explore the widespread extent of this system in nature. Our screening of \> 100,000 genomes of *Salmonella* WGS data in EnteroBase illustrates the importance and power to extend the systematic analysis to WGS data. Furthermore, according to three functional confirmed eCIS loci (AFP, PVC, and MAC), we performed our screening to identify more than 600 new eCIS loci here, which are only based on conserved protein families and domains. Although these eCIS loci exhibit similar genetic compositions as known eCIS members, more biological experiments are still required to provide further support for these findings.

Here, we described a detailed bioinformatic study of a superfamily of novel bacterial injection apparatuses that utilize phage contractile tail machinery. This system shows fundamentally important differences to the related phage-tail-like systems, such as R-type bacteriocins and classical T6SS. To date, only three of them were experimentally confirmed to be involved in the interaction between bacteria and host, including AFP, PVC, and MAC ([@bib9], [@bib39], [@bib46]). Taking into account the taxonomic and genetic diversity of eCISs, we are now able to provide a comprehensive overview of this highly diverse system. In particular, the dbeCIS database offers the community a convenient way to access, query, visualize, compare, and retrieve any related information of potential eCISs identified here. Despite the current limited experimental data regarding eCISs, our results provide insights into the mechanism, function, and evolution of eCISs, and will facilitate further study of what appears to be a very widespread and therefore likely important system.
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REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Software and Algorithms**eCIS screening pipelineThis paper<https://github.com/ipb-jianyang/eCIS-screen>Clustal-Omega[@bib41]<https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/clustalo/>HMMER3 v3.1b2[@bib26]<http://hmmer.org/>BioPerl[@bib43]<https://bioperl.org/>OrthoMCL v1.4[@bib20]<https://orthomcl.org/orthomcl/>FastTree v2.1[@bib31]<http://meta.microbesonline.org/fasttree/>iTOL[@bib19]<https://itol.embl.de/>EnteroBase[@bib1]<https://enterobase.warwick.ac.uk/>RaxML v8.2.4[@bib44]<https://github.com/stamatak/standard-RAxML>GrapeTree[@bib47]<https://achtman-lab.github.io/GrapeTree/>**Other**Verified eCIS loci for initial seed datasetGenBankGenBank: AF135182, BX470251, KF724687Complete prokaryotic genomes for analysis (See [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"})GenBank<https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/browse#!/prokaryotes/>dbeCIS: the database of eCIS (See [Figure S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"})This paper<http://www.mgc.ac.cn/dbeCIS/>

Lead Contact and Materials Availability {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------

Further information and requests may be directed to, and will be fulfilled by, the corresponding author Dr. Guowei Yang (<yangguowei@hotmail.com>). This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Method Details {#sec4.3}
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### Data Collection and HMM Protein Profile Building {#sec4.3.1}

The initial seed dataset are manually collected from GenBank ([@bib3]) based on previous publications of experimentally verified eCIS loci, including AFP (GenBank accession: [AF135182](ncbi-n:AF135182){#intref0085}), PVC (GenBank accession: [BX470251](ncbi-n:BX470251){#intref0090}) and MAC (GenBank accession: [KF724687](ncbi-n:KF724687){#intref0095}). Homologous groups of each component are identified according to the related literatures followed by BLASTP sequence-similarity confirmation (E-value \< 0.1). Afp1 and Afp5 as well as Afp2, Afp3 and Afp4 are two known multiple copy homologous groups in both AFP and PVC, so they are referred as two individual components Afp1/5 and Afp2/3/4 thereafter, respectively. The Clustal-Omega program ([@bib41]) (v1.2.4) was used to construct multiple protein sequences alignment (MSA) of each homologous group. Then, the MSA files were used to build HMM protein profiles (named seeds profiles hereafter) using the hidden Markov models as implemented in the HMMER3 package ([@bib26]) (v3.1b2).

The extended dataset include 11,699 completely sequenced and well annotated prokaryotic genomes or chromosomes available from GenBank (accessed at June 19, 2018), including 11,397 Bacteria genomes and 302 Archaea genomes ([Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The annotated genome files were downloaded to local system and phrased with BioPerl ([@bib43]) for further genome wide screen.

### Genomic Context-Based Iterative Identification of eCIS {#sec4.3.2}

The seeds profiles were used to conduct the first-round screen among the complete genome dataset using the hmmsearch program available from HMMER3 package ([@bib26]). A deliberately loosened sequence similarity cutoff (hmmsearch E-value \< 1e-5) was applied to improve the sensitivity of our approach. However, loosened cutoff will undoubtedly introduced high false positive rate. So in order to increase the specificity, we further designed a genomic-context based criterion: two essential subunit genes homologs, *afp11* and *afp1/5*, are both present in a contiguous genomic region. Here, a contiguous genomic region is defined by a group of identified homologs of aforementioned 13 known components within a given genome that have each adjacent component pair with a maximal genomic distance of 30 kbp. This is an empirical setting to allow our approach to be capable to successfully identify the case of MAC locus.

HMM profiles summarize the evolutionary history of a family by identifying more and less conserved positions within the protein, including more homologs into the profiles improves the sensitivity for similarity searches. But the seeds profiles cover only three known eCIS loci, all derived from Gram-negative Bacteria. To further improve the sensitivity of our approach, based on the results from the first-round screen and the previously report on PLTSs ([@bib38]), fifteen additional taxonomically diversified representative genomes of both Bacteria and Archaea were further curated and collected. The new dataset was integrated with the seed dataset to form the core dataset for building core protein profiles using the same method mentioned above.

An iterative screening process was then applied to the aforementioned collection of 11,699 genomes, using the new core protein profiles as the initial input for hmmsearch. For each iteration, the newly identified eCIS loci were again included (after curation) to build on the updated protein profiles. These profiles were again used in the next iteration of screening, and so on until no additional eCIS loci were reported (E-value \< 1e-5).

Next, given the fact that the two key components, *afp1/5* and *afp11* are in fact encoded by two separated genomic loci in *A. asiaticus* ([@bib4]), we relaxed the screening criterion to allow the report of potential eCIS with homologs of *afp1/5* and *afp11* encoded in more disparate genomic loci. But this was applied only to genomes in which no contiguous eCIS loci had been identified in the previous results. The maximal genomic distance cutoff for each adjacent component pair was retained as 30 kbp for consistence.

### Grouping of Subtype-Specific Conserved Genes {#sec4.3.3}

Besides known core components many of the newly identified eCIS loci also encode some additional genes, particularly for the loci from lineage II. We therefore conducted a similar protein-profile based identification of potential subtype-specifically conserved gene groups for each lineage II subtype. The software OrthoMCL ([@bib20]) (v1.4) was used to identify homologous groups with default parameters among the eCIS loci from each subtype with known core components excluded. The homologous groups produced were individually used to build MSAs and HMM protein profiles as aforementioned. Then, the protein profiles were used as queries for the hmmsearch screen of potential distinct homologs among the dataset of all additional genes within each eCIS locus from the subtype. Only conserved gene groups present in over half of the eCIS loci of the individual subtype were marked as subtype-specific genes.

### Phylogenetic Analysis of eCIS Loci {#sec4.3.4}

Due to the intrinsic logic of our screen strategy Afp11 and Afp1/5 are present in all eCIS loci. Given that fact that the Afp1/5 homologs are generally present as multiple copies in most eCIS loci and the proteins length are smaller than Afp11, we selected Afp11 as the molecular marker for phylogenetic analysis. For loci with multiple copies of Afp11 only the upstream copy, which is generally longer in length was used for representation. The Clustal-Omega program was used to generate MSA of the 631 Afp11 proteins. FastTree ([@bib31]) program (v2.1) was then employed to construct the maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree under WAG models with gamma optimization. The iTOL ([@bib19]) online server was used to manipulate and present the phylogeny.

### Identification and Analysis of eCIS Loci within *Salmonella* {#sec4.3.5}

The gene sequence of *afp11* (LFZ55_10775) from *S. enterica* subspecies *diarizonae* strain SA20044251 (GenBank accession: [CP022135](ncbi-n:CP022135){#intref0100}) from dbeCIS (<http://www.mgc.ac.cn/cgi-bin/dbeCIS/showecis.cgi?id=A0316>) was queried against the whole genome MLST (wgMLST) scheme with the 'locus search' feature from EnteroBase ([@bib1]) (<http://enterobase.warwick.ac.uk/>) and identified as NCTC9948_01971 within the wgMLST scheme. *Salmonella* genomes with *apf11* present were combined with a dataset of representative *Salmonella* previously described ([@bib1]). 2,389 SNPs derived from the concatenated alignment of 51 ribosomal encoding genes were called using the EToKi pipeline (<https://github.com/zheminzhou/EToKi>), with filtering of repetitive genome regions and used to construct a maximum-likelihood tree with RaxML ([@bib44]) (v8.2.4) using discrete general time reversible (GTRCAT) substitution model with correction for ascertainment bias. *Salmonella* tree was visualized in GrapeTree ([@bib47]).

### Database Construction {#sec4.3.6}

In order to facilitate future studies on eCIS we constructed a publicly accessible online database, named dbeCIS (<http://www.mgc.ac.cn/dbeCIS/>), to integrate all results generated from previous and current studies. MySQL was used to store all information including genome features, sequence annotations, homologous groups and eCIS typing. The Perl programming language and several modules, such as DBI, GD and CGI, were used to generate dynamic web pages.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------------

The statistical analyses are not applicable to this study.

Data and Code Availability {#sec4.5}
--------------------------

### Code Resources {#sec4.5.1}

The source code used to identify putative eCIS loci from genomic sequences are available online at: <https://github.com/ipb-jianyang/eCIS-screen>.
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